Introduction
Climate change is likely to bring an increase in the frequency and intensity of certain types of natural hazards (Van Aalst, 2006; IPCC, 2007 IPCC, , 2012 . While there is little doubt that natural hazards have risen in number over time, it remains unclear what the behavior of the associated damages is. The literature on climate change and extreme events has found indeed conflicting and often weak results on the evolution of economic damages related to natural disasters. In this paper we provide a novel perspective on analysis of natural disasters focusing on tail risk, characterizing the behavior of the entire distribution of economic damages, especially considering high quantiles.
Natural disasters can be seen as the combination of a geo-physical events and human vulnerabilities it might affect -e.g. population, capital, land usage. Damages are then evaluated as variations in the vulnerabilities that can be attributed to the occurrence of the disaster. To study the behavior of damages across time and space, we employ data from the EMDAT database (Guha-Sapir et al., 2015) . In particular, we consider those disasters (in 189 countries from 1960 to 2015) that can possibly be associated with climate change: floods, extreme temperatures, droughts, storms, wildfires and landslides. We also provide a detailed discussion of possible shortcomings and biases present in the data. For each event, EMDAT reports number of people killed, number of people affected and economic damages 1 . Then, we couple disaster data with macroeconomic and demographic data by merging EMDAT with information from the PWT (Feenstra et al., 2015) and we geolocalize all the events, so to recover cell-based climate data trough spatial-matching. This allowed us to retrieve the climate zones in which each event took place according to the Köppen-Geiger classification (i.e., arid, tropical, temperate, cold and polar zones).
We do not employ standard normalization techniques, but we envisage a convenient generalization of the APL approach proposed by Neumayer and Barthel (2011) which do not impose a priori restrictions on the interaction between time trend and any measure of wealth. Our procedure leads to the estimation of a "pure" time trend, instead of interaction term, which is typically obtained if data are normalized before estimating the chosen model.
We then go beyond standard statistical approaches based on mean regressions and yearly sum of damages, focusing on the behavior of the whole damage distribution, considering each single disaster event. Indeed, as pointed out by Huggel et al. (2013) , "although trends can be evaluated statistically for moderately extreme events, an important contribution to climate-related damage arises from very rare weather events for which -by virtue of their rarity -it is difficult to gain sufficient statistical power to detect any trends". Accordingly, we argue that retaining the analysis at the disaster level not only reduces the impact of underreporting bias, which can seriously affect the analysis, but it also allows us to investigate the behavior of the right tails of the distribution, whose evolution over time might be crucial in explaining the evolution of natural disasters related to climate change.
Employing moments and quantiles analysis and non-parametric kernel density estimations, we find a rightward shift and a progressive right-tail fattening process of the global distribution of economic damages both on yearly and decade aggregated data. On the contrary, when casualties are considered, we observe a leftward shift of the distribution and a progressive concentration of mass density around zero. These findings are robust to various types of normalizations.
We further analyze trend evolution more formally by means of quantile regressions using various type of controls, including dummy specifications for income class, disaster type and Köppen-Geiger Climatic Classification -derived from spatial matching with Kottek et al. (2006) -and relative interaction terms. Upper quantiles of human losses distributions are found to decrease globally over time. For what concern economic damages, we provide evidence of a substantial increase in the upper quantiles of the damage distribution (from 75th on) at a pace which is increasing along quantiles. Rise in economic damages appear to be particularly dramatic in case of big storms and floods (as well as, on the spatial dimension, in tropical and temperate countries). As a robustness check, we experiment with several different model setups, controlling for population dynamics, wealth effects, relative interaction terms and varying the estimation time window (starting from 1960, 1970 and 1980) : our results indicates that trend estimation remains broadly unaltered (see Appendix).
Our results show that mean regressions systematically underestimate the real contribution of the right tail of the distribution in shaping the trend itself, leading often to non-significant estimates. Given the nature of the biases possibly affecting the dataset, we believe that our results might be even conservative. In this view, we claim that our results help in explaining barely significant estimates on trend detection, as mean behavior palely reflects meaningful changes in the right tail.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we provide a critical review of the literature. In Section 3 we provide a detailed exposition of the methods we use. Section 4 contains descriptive evidence about the main variables, results from quantile regressions and from non-parametric density estimations. Finally, Section 5 concludes.
A crucial issue in the investigation of trends concerns the normalization of losses to make them comparable across time and space. Conventional normalizations typically adjust for inflation, population and wealth per capita (Pielke and Landsea, 1998) . However, although they control for the rate of change of normalizing factors, they fail to account for their absolute size, thus making contemporaneous comparison of events taking place in different areas flawed (Neumayer and Barthel, 2011) . With such normalizations, most studies come to the conclusion that there is no evidence for a rising long-term trend in normalized weather damages (Pielke and Landsea, 1998; Pielke et al., 2008; Schmidt et al., 2009 ). On the other side, some papers find evidence in favor of a positive long-run trend (Schmidt et al., 2009; Gall et al., 2011) , at least for selected hazards. Both the IPCC and the Stern review point to the existence of increasing losses from extreme natural events (IPCC, 2001; Stern, 2007) and, for this reason, have been criticized in Pielke (2007) .
Moving away from the conventional normalization approach, Neumayer and Barthel (2011) propose an Actual-to-Potential-Loss (APL) one, where normalization is achieved trough the ratio between the actual loss experienced and the total wealth available in that area (maximum loss conceivable). The show that, at the global level, no statistically significant trend can be claimed for pooled normalized losses. However, as soon as one starts disentangling the data, some patterns emerge: for example, a strong (negative) trend is found for developed countries, while none is reported in any areas other than the US and Canada. Interestingly, the majority of statistically non-zero trends found in Neumayer and Barthel (2011) (either focusing on geographical area or hazard type) are negative, possibly indicating evidences of successful adaptation or mitigation policies. 4 Upward and significant dynamics are found, instead, using insured loss data for the US and Germany, while at global level no trend has been detected (Barthel and Neumayer, 2012) . Consistently, Visser et al. (2014) report stabilized, constant loss patterns at global scale, but highlight heterogeneity across damage indicators (economic losses, deaths and people affected) and geographical areas.
Overall it seems that, independently form the normalization adopted, the literature finds no statistically significant upward trend in global natural disaster losses. A relevant feature that ties together the vast majority of the studies presented above concerns the treatment of the data. In particular, they all focus on yearly-aggregated data, i.e. the sum of all the damages occurring in a given year over a specified geographical area, eventually conditioned on hazard type. Moreover, the statistical analysis usually employs OLS regressions (e.g. Barredo, 2009; Neumayer and Barthel, 2011; see instead Visser et al., 2014 for the application of integrated random walk models). Despite the advantages given by such clear-cut procedures, aggregating disaster data might reduce our understanding of the evolution of risk. For instance, as disaster risk is usually quantified through average annual disaster losses (Hallegatte, 2014) , one should compute the average of the damages instead of the sum of losses over a year to approximate risk. However, one could resort to more sophisticated measures of risk commmonly employed in finance, decision theory and reliability engineering (see e.g. Pat´e-Cornell, 1996; Artzner et al., 1999; Szeg¨o, 2002) . The majority of such measures require to extract additional information from the distribution of hazardous events beyond the average (see e.g. the Value at Risk, cf. Linsmeier and Pearson, 2000, for more information). In this paper, we try to account for such issues employing a novel normalization procedure and by characterizing natural disasters' risk considering the behaviour of the whole distribution, in particular that of high quantiles, i.e. the right tail. In the next Section we will spell out the details of our procedure.
Methodology
Our analysis focuses first on repeated non-parametric distributional estimates of disaster-induced losses over time. More specifically, we rely on Gaussian kernels with automatic bandwidth selection using the Silverman's approach (Silverman, 1986) .
We then run a battery of quantile regressions to investigates the presence of trends in different areas of the distribution.
5 Indeed, while the use of kernel density estimates allows a visual inspection of the movements in the distribution of deaths, people affected and monetary damages, quantile regressions provide a quantification of such dynamic patterns and straightforwardly allow for statistical testing.
Such methodological choices are motivated by two reasons. On the one side, the inconclusiveness of results of literature employing regressions on the mean (Pielke and Landsea, 1998; Neumayer and Barthel, 2011) . On the other side, the blossoming evidence that natural disasters induce fat-tailed distributions of the damages (Becerra et al., 2012; Mendelsohn et al., 2012) suggests that percentiles can be a simple yet robust statistics summarizing extreme, low-probable events. Additionally, the presence of heavy tails has been proved to dramatically change policy implications in a variety of climate economics models (Pindyck, 2011; Weitzman, 2011) , pointing to the relevance of correctly identifying the shape natural disasters' losses. Quantile regressions have been successfully employed to investigate trends in cyclone strength (Elsner et al., 2008; Kossin et al., 2013) , also accounting for both spatial and temporal distributional changes (Reich, 2012) . However, to our knowledge, it is applied for the first time to the analysis of socio-economic impacts from natural disasters in order to account for the possible impact of climate change.
We estimate the impact of disaster on number of people killed (Deaths), number of people affected (Affected) and economic damages (Damage) employing the baseline empirical models: Where Trend ( is a standard trend variable, GDP '( is a measure of the size of the economy (country-level) where a disaster i happens at time t, POP '( is the total population size of the country affected by the disaster, and '( 8 , '( 88 and '( 888 are sets of additional control variables that we include in the various specifications we test. Such linear models are convenient for two reasons. First, they offer a simple interpretation of the parameters to be estimated and allow a variety of estimation methodologies. Second, they overcome the loss normalization debate and leave the researcher free to choose what variables to control for in her/his analysis (e.g. the potential effect of population dynamics on total destroyable wealth as in Noy, 2009; Kellenberg and Mobarak, 2008) . Note that our specification provides a generalization of the actual-to-potential loss (APL) approach adopted by Neumayer and Barthel (2011) .
Results
Retaining the analysis at the disaster level allow us not only to better control for possible biases, but also to investigate various parts of the loss distributions. In what follows, we first present the yearly evolution of the moments of the distribution (Section 4.1), as well as of selected quantiles. We then display and discuss repeated kernel density estimation of decade-level loss distributions. Our hypothesis are then tested through dedicated quantile regressions of models (1), (2) and (3) (Section 4.2). Finally, in Section 4.3 we focus on possible patterns in human losses by way of 2D kernel density estimation. Further robustness checks are reported in Appendix.
Descriptive evidence
Let us start studying the yearly evolution of the moments of the damage' distributions in order to detect possible directions of losses over time. Figure 1 shows the evolution of mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis of the three loss measures at the global level. Deaths exhibit a downward trend in mean and variance, but increasing skewness. Since cubing deviations gives the big ones even greater weight, increasing skewness means few points are getting further to the right of the mean, and lots of points getting closer to the left of the mean. As mean is decreasing, we interpret this as evidence of damages getting more concentrated towards small values. Same goes for kurtosis, which is increasing as well: a larger proportion of the (decreasing) variance is explained by extreme values on either sides of the distribution, most likely a fattening left tail in this case.
When one consider economic damages, all four moments are increasing over time, pointing to a progressive shift to the right of the whole distribution, with a contemporaneous fattening process of the right tail. Affected people display a similar behavior, although the increase in the year mean and variance is almost zero. Evidence from selected quantiles of yearly distributions, shown in Figure 2 , confirms such a reading of the data. High quantiles (70th, 80th, 90th and 99th) tend to decrease over time for deaths, while they show an increasing pattern for economic damages. Both trends clearly get steeper across quantiles in both cases, a particularly remarkable behavior since y-axis is in logs. Finally, affected people do not show any particularly pronounced trend.
We then estimated with non-parametric kernel procedures the evolution of loss distributions in different decades. Grouping observation by decade washes away between-years meteorological variability. 7 Results are in line with those just presented and are reported in Figure 3 . Distribution of deaths is moving leftwards and so does the median value. Since values are displayed on a logscale, given the heavily right-tailed nature of the distributions, these movements are actually quite remarkable. Economic damages show instead a rightward shift -even stronger in magnitude -and a progressive fattening of the right tail which can be spotted even on a log-scale. Affected people distribution tends to move in both directions, indicating a relative stability over time. Silverman's rule-of-thumb (Silverman, 1986), i.e. 0.9 Statistics presented so far are based on raw data, i.e. without controlling for exposures.
Figure 3: Loss kernel density estimates, by type of loss. Data aggregated on a decade basis. Horizontal logaxis. Dashed red lines represent medians. Zero losses disasters excluded from computations. Kernel is Gaussian. Bandwidth selection is done by
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Note that for economic damages, the movement in the median seems to be much less pronounced, while the progressive fattening of the right tail is still well evident.
Given the sheer evolution of the distributions over time, conditional mean regressions could provide weak results on the existence of a trend, as mean -and median -are not robust indicators when most of the changes are due to high quantiles. For this reason, in the next Section we perform a battery of quantile regressions. (Koenker and d'Orey, 1987) ). Colored areas are 95% bootstrapped confidence bands (r=500). Bootstrap method is x-y pairwise resampling, as recommended in Efron and Tibshirani (1994) . Dashed black lines are OLS estimates with relative 95% confidence bands.
Quantile regressions Figure 4: Quantile regressions estimates by type of loss, quantile on x-axis and estimate on y-axis. Baseline model. Method is modified Barrodale-Roberts algorithm
As the descriptive evidence suggest that the dynamics of the damage distributions over time is heterogeneous across quantiles, we run a battery of quantile regressions. Our baseline specifications (cf. Eqs. 1, 2 and 3 with '( 8 , '( 88 and '( 888 set to zero) estimate for each single quantile ( ), the associated per-year time trend G . We run several regressions for different values of , from 70th to 99th quantile with unit steps. Figures 4 reports the G estimates and those of relative control variables against the corresponding quantile, for all types of loss.
Up to the 70th quantile, H G are generally very close to zero due to the high number of very low values. This constitutes another piece of evidence supporting the idea that mean cannot be a robust indicator to study disaster dynamics. After the 70th quantile, the estimates for G indicate that upper quantiles tend to decrease over time for deaths and people affected. Moreover, the higher the quantile, the bigger the movement on the . This finding can certainly be interpreted as an increased adaptation and ability to forecast extreme events (more on that in Section 4.3).
A diametrically opposed result emerges for economic damages: as shown in the southeast box of Figure 4 , upper quantiles tend to increase over time. Such an increase is bigger the higher the quantile, even controlling for wealth proxied by GDP. In our view, these findings provide a plausible explanation for the non-significant results on trend evolution usually found in studies based on mean regressions, which only palely reflect meaningful changes on the right tail of damages distributions. Indeed, as shown in Figure 4 , not only OLS estimate (dashed line) largely underestimate the real impact of major disasters, but it leads to a non-significant . Results are remarkable also in terms of absolute magnitudes: if one considers, for instance, the 99th percentile, H II = 26.385 (see Table 2 ), implying that over a time span of 54 years the damages of the associated disasters have increased by 1424.79 Mln $, ceteris paribus.
Furthermore, potential biases in the data can actually reinforce our results concerning economic damages. Indeed, as both under-reported and zero-damage disasters tend to decrease across both time and disaster magnitude, more and more mass is added to the left part of damages distribution year by year, mechanically shifting quantiles to the left. Despite that, we document a serious rightward movement, whose estimated magnitude can thus even be a conservative one.
In order to test the robustness of our results, we performed the same exercise adding control variables in the vectors '( 8 , '( 88 and '( 888 . Results are presented in Appendix. Adding GDP as a control variable for deaths and people affected do not change qualitatively our results. As far as economic damages are concerned, results do not vary if one enriches the model specification adding population as a control variable and using GDP per capita instead of GDP. We also experiment with varying time-spans, letting our estimation begin in 1960, 1970 and 1980, respectively. Overall results are broadly unaffected in terms of trend estimation, although a smaller number of observations make it more difficult to have small standard errors for such rare events. Notably, a positive and significant trend in upper quantiles is detected even when adopting Neumayer and Barthel (2011) normalization (see model (6) in Table 2 , Appendix). We also run a baseline regression on economic damages adding an interaction term between GDP and the pure time trend (Appendix, Table 2, Model (5)): the interaction term is estimated to be very close to 0 and not significant for high percentiles. As already specified in Section 3, such evidence reinforce our model specification which do not impose any non-zero interaction exogenously.
We now focus on economic damages and we reports in Table 1 the estimates obtained adding to the regressions categorical variables for (i) income class, (ii) Köppen-Geiger climate zones, (iii) disaster type and their interactions with the pure trend variable:
with ' 's being the categorical variables under analysis. Only interaction terms (which can be interpreted as deviation from baseline category trend) are displayed. From the income level perspective, the highest increase in damages is found in the richest countries, although the upsurge is generalized and positive almost everywhere. The only possible exception is represented by low income countries, with an estimated trend (Koenker and d'Orey, 1987) ). Bootstrapped standard errors according to x-y pairwise resampling algorithm, as recommended in Efron and Tibshirani (1994) . p-value: *** < 0.01, ** < 0.05, * < 0.10, two-tailed. close to zero. This may stem from the choice of using GDP -a flow variable -as a proxy for wealth instead of physical capital -a stock variable -that is typically characterized by high measurement errors (Neumayer and Barthel, 2011) , as well as from the poor quality of data available for these countries. On the climatic side, trend is found to be positive (and growing across quantiles) in tropical zones and even more remarkably in temperate zones, while no significant increase is found for arid and cold zones. In particular, tropical zones seem to experience a marked increase in damages only for quantiles above 90th, while those below display a negative estimate, possibly reflecting the results of ongoing adaptation efforts carried out in such heavily exposed areas. Note that OLS estimators would have missed to spot significant betas in both tropical and temperate case. On the hazard perspective, the increase in economic damages is particularly relevant in case of storms (and partially floods), which represent the vast majority of the events in our dataset.
Results obtained in this Section point to a dramatic increased natural disaster risk, particularly driven by major events: we shall discuss their implications more accurately in Section 5.
Shedding light on human losses dynamics
While we find strong evidence of increasing damages caused by major natural disasters both on a global scale and across income classes and climatic zones, results concerning deaths and affected people appear to be clear only at the global level. More precisely, results stemming from the estimation of model envisaged in (4) applied to human losses are overall scarcely significant, especially for high quantiles (cf. Appendix C, Tables 3 and 4 ). This could be due to a lack of statistical power needed to isolate a possible trend in such highly volatile and rare events when accounting for several control variables -the higher the quantile, the higher the intrinsic volatility. Nevertheless, we can extract from our data some other useful information about human losses behavior adopting a slightly different perspective.
We adopt here a simple procedure for normalization of both human losses measure, i.e. dividing by country population. Once deaths and affected people have been normalized, they can be plotted against each other so to investigate the evolution of observations in the deaths-affected space. We then perform a 2D kernel density estimation with only two bins in order to deal with over-plotting issues and provide a clear representation of any possible shift. (Venables and Ripley, 2002) in both directions. Time span 1960 Time span -2014 In Figure 5 we aggregate data by decade, income class and disaster type. Since storm and floods represent the vast majority of the observations (35% and 43%, respectively), we grouped together the remaining disaster types. Overall mass tend to move southwest, i.e. both deaths and people affected diminishing -consistently with negative global trend shown in Figure 4 . Nevertheless, storm-related events display an increasingly evident polarization between rich and poor countries: south-west for high income counties (low deaths and affected), north-west for upper-income countries (low deaths, high affected), north-east for lower-middle countries (high deaths, high affected) and low income countries placed even more east (more deaths). Something similar happens for floods, with the only remarkable south-west movement (increasing adaptation) belonging exactly to high-income countries and the rest of the mass remaining more or less in the same region over time. Something completely opposite happens in the rest of the events (extreme temperatures, wildfires, landslides and droughts): a sharp south-west movement of low income countries can be easily spotted, due to the disappearance of huge humanitarian crisis (e.g. India's 1965 Drought which caused a famine killing 1.5 million people and affecting 100 millions); while lower-middle and upper-middle income countries remain stable, the only group moving north-east (towards more human losses) is that of rich countries. Our disaggregated analysis appear to suggest that diminishing global trends found in Section 4.2 are mostly due to the south-west movements in storm and flood events (the majority of recorded events), two types of natural hazards which have become more and more predictable over time and intrinsically give more room for adaptation policies with respect to other disasters such as extreme temperatures and wildfires. If avoiding human losses is getting easier for storm and -partially -floods, associated economic damages seem to increase at a dramatic pace (Table 1) . As evacuation procedures clearly do not apply, e.g., to buildings, it is no surprise that human losses reduction is particularly evident in richer countries, while economic damages have skyrocketed.
We finally repeat the same exercise focusing on the geographical/climate zone perspective. By clustering observations in Köppen-Geiger climate zones ( Figure 6 ) we observe that: (i) in temperate and arid zones, affected people have a fluctuating evolution both for storms and floods, while deaths tend to diminish over time (west movement), consistently with our interpretation; (ii) storms and floods events in cold zones tend to move south-west (both people killed and affected decreased), while tropical zones do not display any visible trend (with the possible exception of storms becoming slightly less deadly); (iii) for all non-storm and non-flood events the north-east shift concentrates in cold and temperate zones. We interpret this latter finding -coupled with the increasing trend showed in high and upper-middle income countries in Figure 5 -as mostly due to the increasing waves of extreme temperatures registered in Europe.
Conclusions
In this work we have analyze the global evolution of losses (i.e., deaths, people affected, economic damages) relative to -climate-change potentially related -extreme weather events. Detection of a significant rising trend in losses is of paramount importance: when data are duly normalized, it can represent a trace of on-going climate change, and would thus call for urgent mitigation and adaptation policies to be but in place.
We propose a novel normalization procedure -ensuring spatial and temporal comparability of events -which genuinely tests for the presence of a pure time trend while allowing a non-linear impact of wealth to be present. Retaining the observational unit at the hazard level (i.e. not summing normalized data on a year basis) allow us to explore several features of loss distribution and their evolution over time, in particular high quantiles. Such perspective is more informative about increased natural hazard risk, given the extremely skewed nature of associated losses. For these reasons, we perform non-parametric kernel estimation of the damages distributions and we estimate a battery of quantile regressions.
Our results provide good news for human losses: both deaths and people affected exhibit a global downward trend, more intense in upper quantiles of their distribution. Such pattern is due to the disappearance of huge outliers (and to population dynamics in the case of affected), most likely the result of increased mitigation/adaptation efforts. However, we also document a worrying increasing polarization between income classes, with global diminishing trend most likely due to rich countries adaptation. Moreover, most of the global shift is attributable to storm and flood, i.e. the most predictable phenomena among those under consideration, while rising human losses are documented for e.g. extreme temperatures -mostly in temperate areas. Biases present in the dataset might also be relevant for the analysis of human losses.
On the contrary, the analysis carried out on the evolution of global damages provides a rather alarming picture. Our results indicate the existence of a positive global trend in upper quantiles of economic damages distribution with the estimated magnitude of peryear increment being increasing along quantiles. These findings appear to be robust to several model specifications, and biases present in the data are likely to make our estimates even conservative. The magnitude of the estimated trend is still quite noticeable: referring to the baseline model, considering an average of 149 recorded events per year (in the current decade), losses associated with disasters in the 99th percentile are estimated to increase each year by 39.32 Million $. We report a stronger upsurge of damages in high income countries (although the increase is quite generalized). On the climatic perspective, the rise is particularly vigorous in tropical zones, and even more so in temperate ones.
Our results indicate that the distribution of damages is progressively shifting to the right, with a fattening right tail. Huge losses from major catastrophic hazards are getting bigger over time or more likely to happen. This suggests that signals of on-going climate change lies in the tails. The anemic results typically obtained in the literature on trend detection are due to their focus on mean regression, which only palely reflects meaningful changes on the right end of the distribution.
Beside the serious indication for policy-makers to adopt compelling and non-deferrable adaptation and mitigation policies, our results can have relevant implications for damage functions of most Integrated Assessment Models (IAMs), which have been criticized for their inability to account for major disasters when temperature anomaly gets significantly large (Ackerman et al., 2012; Weitzman, 2009) . In that damage functions adopted in agent-based IAMs (Lamperti et al., 2018) could be a promising alternative and this work could allow to achieve a better, more data-driven, parametrization. (Koenker and d'Orey, 1987) ). Bootstrapped standard errors according to x-y pairwise resampling algorithm, as recommended in Efron and Tibshirani (1994 (Koenker and d'Orey, 1987) ). Bootstrapped standard errors according to x-y pair-wise resampling algorithm, as recommended in Efron and Tibshirani (1994 (Koenker and d'Orey, 1987) ). Bootstrapped standard errors according to x-y pairwise resampling algorithm, as recommended in Efron and Tibshirani (1994 
